TrimView

TRACK YOUR FLEET AND IMPROVE THE WAY YOU DO BUSINESS

TRIMVIEW ALLOWS DISPATCHERS, MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS OWNERS TO VIEW THE FLEET ON A LIVE MAP FOR NEAR REAL-TIME LOCATION AND STATUS UPDATES.

Trimble® TrimView™ productivity and fleet monitoring software provides insight to job delivery activities, operation performance, vehicle location and status updates, to make more informed business decisions that help reduce costs and maximize efficiency.

TrimView is part of Trimble’s mobile solutions and vehicle hardware. TrimView allows dispatchers, management and business owners to view the fleet on a live map for near real-time location and status updates.

Track your fleet

Knowing where your vehicles are located in the delivery cycle and what they are doing, provides more accurate time estimates and makes it possible to be more proactive in planning. In addition to real-time tracking and maps, TrimView stores Location and Event History for benchmarks and trending to help drive improvements in process and customer satisfaction.

Improve the way you do business

TrimView’s built-in integrations, messaging and reporting features make it easy to improve the way you do business. Trimble’s robust software is capable of sending and receiving messages between driver and dispatch; integrates with dispatch and maintenance systems to provide valuable information across the organization for improved processes and more accurate data collection; and, offers enterprise administrative settings to help save time while reducing staff and IT burdens.

Benefits

- Real-time fleet status tracking for maximized efficiency and supply/demand management
- Visibility of job wait, pour, load, travel times and pour to help actively plan and react throughout the shift
- More than 40 reports for ready-mix and aggregate fleets, vehicle diagnostics, fuel and driver information to provide a clear view of your business activities and efficiency.
- Custom alert notifications when specific parameters are breached such as ignition, status, messaging and speeding

Over 40 report types to choose from for ready mix or aggregates fleets - e.g. vehicle diagnostics, fuel and driver information.
“All in all, I think it’s a great product. At the end of the day, my customers are happier.”

DAVID STOCKSTILL
Vice President, Huey Stockstill, Inc.

OPTIONS

**V-Sight**
Provides remote vehicle diagnostic information via Trimble’s TVG950 to maximize uptime and profitability. Technicians are able to identify maintenance issues without having to physically inspect the vehicle.

**TrimFuel**
Measures fuel usage, true idle times, and fuel efficiency throughout the delivery cycle to help identify ways to reduce costs and improve efficiency. TrimFuel’s idle calculation accounts for productive time and non-productive time, to provide a more accurate depiction of where fuel and money can be saved.

**DriveSafe**
Measures the accelerations exerted on the truck during various driving maneuvers and compares them to the average of the fleet or industry. The data collected can then be used to conduct specifically targeted driver training and safety programs.

**DriverID**
Identifies who is operating each vehicle using a unique driver personal identification number (PIN) for login. Users can see when a vehicle is in service or when a driver is on/off break and run reports using driver activity and vehicle usage information for improved driver productivity.